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Subject: RCRA Facility Corrective Action Performance Standards Attained – Controls 
Required, CA900CR 

Dear Mr. Brennan: 

On September 30, 2020, Superior Forge & Steel (SFS) submitted to Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Facility 
Investigation (RFI) Report for its facility located at 1820 McClain Road, Lima Ohio.  Revisions to 
the RFI Report were received on March 12, 2021. The RFI Report was submitted in accordance 
with RCRA Corrective Action activities voluntarily initiated at the Facility by SFS. 

As summarized in the attached Corrective Action Environmental Indicators Report, following the 
execution of the Environmental Covenant, and the completion of Area of Interest (AOI)-08 
remediation, the risk estimates do not indicate that additional remedial actions or Corrective 
Measures are warranted (other than institutional controls to maintain industrial/commercial land 
use on Facility and to prohibit use or extraction of ground water on the Facility for any purpose, 
including, but not limited to: human or animal consumption, gardening, industrial processes, or 
agriculture, except that groundwater may be extracted in conjunction with environmental 
investigation, remediation activities, dewatering wells, and/or water extracted for purposes of 
building construction and maintenance of infrastructure).  

If any event or action by a person who holds interest or encumbrance on the Property constitutes 
a breach of the of the activity and use limitations contained in the Environmental Covenant, the 
Owner or Transferee shall notify Ohio EPA within thirty (30) days of becoming aware of the event 
or action.  

SFS shall annually submit to Ohio EPA before June 1 of each year, written documentation, which 
complies with the administrative requirements of OAC 3745-50-42(B)-(D), verifying that the 
activity and use limitations set forth in the Environmental Covenant remain in place and are being 
complied with. 

Based upon completion of the above-mentioned actions and previously completed RCRA 
closures of AOI-01 Former Baghouse Dust Storage Building, and AOI-02 Former Arc Furnace 
Baghouse (South), SFS has completed their obligations under RCRA for previous releases to the 
environment and meets the criteria for achieving a CA900CR. 
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U.S. EPA’s RCRAInfo database was updated on November 30, 2021, to acknowledge that SFS 
achieved a CA900CR.  
 
Thank you for your cooperation throughout this process and your dedication to improving Ohio’s 
environment.  Should you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Brian Patterson 
of Ohio EPA’s Northwest District Office at (419) 373-3133 or brian.patterson@epa.ohio.gov. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Brian Patterson, P.E. 
Division of Environmental Response and Revitalization 
 
/cle 
 
enclosure 
 
ec: Erik Hagen, ERAS Program Manager, DERR-CO 
 Melissa Langton, Supervisor, DERR-CO 
 Colleen Weaver, Manager, DERR-NWDO 

Michael Terpinski, Supervisor, DERR-NWDO 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The Corrective Action CA900CR, “Performance Standard Attained – Controls Required,” 
event code indicates remedies selected for the protection of human health and the 
environment have been fully implemented and associated performance standards have 
been attained at the entire facility or specific areas within the facility.  Cleanup goals may 
be reached with or without controls in place or additional long-term stewardship actions 
in place to be sure human health and the environment remain protected in perpetuity.  If 
the performance standard requires the use of controls, either institutional or engineering, 
then a CR is placed after the CA900CR. The United States Environmental Protection 
Agency (U.S. EPA) authorized the state of Ohio to implement the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) Corrective Action program in 1996. The Ohio Environmental 
Protection Agency (Ohio EPA), as the authorized agency that implements the RCRA 
Corrective Action program for Ohio, evaluated the Superior Forge and Steel (SFS) facility 
for attainment of event CA900CR. 
 
Ohio EPA has prepared this report to document the achievement of CA900CR for the 
SFS facility, in Lima, Ohio.   
 
Under the RCRA, the Corrective Action program was created to address threats to human 
health and the environment from historic or past waste management areas at RCRA 
treatment, storage, or disposal facilities (TSDF).  The SFS Lima facility was cited for 
unpermitted storage of hazardous waste in a Notice of Violation dated August 22, 1996. 
This unpermitted hazardous waste management makes the facility subject to RCRA 
Corrective Action. 
 
To address the facility’s Corrective Action requirements, SFS voluntarily agreed to work 
with the Ohio EPA Division of Environmental Response and Revitalization (DERR) and 
has conducted extensive soil and ground water sampling.  A summary of the facility 
Corrective Action is discussed in Section 3.  
 
Ohio EPA has reviewed SFS’s submittals that document the results of the RCRA Facility  
Investigation (RFI) and selected remedies to remediate the SFS facility.  The selected 
remedies are discussed in Section 4. 
 
In brief, SFS conducted soil removal in Area of Interest (AOI)–08.  The RFI Report 
indicated that SFS will restrict the use of ground water and the property use through an 
Environmental Covenant.   
 
Ohio EPA generated a Statement of Basis on June 21, 2021, and a Decision Document 
on September 8, 2021, requiring an Environmental Covenant for the property. 
 

https://www.epa.gov/hw/special-focus-areas-hazardous-waste-cleanups-under-resource-conservation-and-recovery-act-rcra
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On November 11, 2021, SFS recorded the Environmental Covenant restricting the land 
use of the property to industrial and prohibiting the extraction of ground water for potable 
purposes with the Allen County Recorder. 
 

2.0 SITE HISTORY 
 
From 1907 to 1968, the Galvin family owned and operated the Ohio Steel Foundry in the 
area. The Galvin family owned the SFS property along with adjoining properties, which 
are currently operated by WHEMCO. The original building on the SFS property (facility) 
was constructed in the southern portion of the large parcel circa 1957 (Forge Shop). In 
the 1960s, additions were made to the facility, which included the Steel Foundry in 1961 
and the Induction Hardening Building (located on the small parcel) in 1963. Over the 
years, additional outbuildings were constructed to the north and west of the Steel 
Foundry, including the former Storage Warehouse Building in the 1970s. 
 
In 1968, Teledyne Industries, Inc. purchased the SFS property and operated the plant as 
Teledyne Ohio Steel until 1990. Teledyne operated the steel casting area and forge to 
produce high quality steel rolls from steel scrap and various alloy additives. Facility areas 
include: casting operations (Electric Arc Furnaces, sand molding, and ingot casting); sand 
handling and treatment; Pangborn shot blast equipment; air treatment equipment (two 
baghouses, a Venturi Scrubber, and wet collection system); gas fired heat treating ovens; 
forging operations where ingots were forged into rolls; Induction Hardening Building 
operations (rolls hardened with quench and temper techniques to form finished products); 
and support facilities (cooling water pond, utility building containing air compressors, oil 
house, electric substations and load centers, and various storage areas).  
 
During Teledyne’s operations at the facility, wastes generated included: electric arc 
furnace (EAF) dust, waste oils (hydraulic and lubricating oils), molding sand, slag, and 
scale. EAF dust, sand, and slag were reported to have been disposed of off-site at various 
disposal locations. Based on information provided by SFS, waste oils were reported to 
have been collected into drums and recycled by approved vendors. Scale was reportedly 
recycled through scrap dealers.  
 
Teledyne was issued a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit 
from Ohio EPA’s Division of Surface Water for discharging non-contact cooling water 
associated with the steel mill and stormwater runoff. Based on information provided by 
SFS, there were three reported outfalls for Teledyne. One was located at the South Pond 
overflow, which discharged non-contact cooling water and surface runoff. The other two 
outfalls were reported to have discharged uncontaminated storm water runoff only.  
 
Teledyne utilized two contained water recycle systems to support the manufacturing of 
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steel rolls; one located in the Induction Hardening Building and the other was associated 
with the sand system wet collectors in the steel foundry. Water for these systems was 
recycled through pits at both locations. Solids from these pits were reported to have been 
cleaned out annually. The sand was tested via the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching 
Procedure (TCLP) and determined to be non-hazardous. Makeup water for these systems 
was provided through the City of Lima municipal water supply. Teledyne installed a 
production well at the south end of the property to provide additional cooling water for the 
operations; however, due to low yield, the well was discontinued prior to 1991.  
 
In the mid-1980s, a release of approximately 3,000 gallons of No. 2 fuel oil occurred. The 
release was from piping associated with two 15,000-gallon aboveground storage tanks 
(ASTs) located inside the oil house. The material settled in the South Pond, where 
residual hydrocarbons mixed with pond sediments. Historical information provided by 
SFS indicated that hydrocarbon residue and metal levels observed in the sediment and 
water samples taken were below the Ohio EPA standards or remediation levels required 
at the time. The information also indicates that the facility removed the oil sludges. 
Information provided by Tim Brennan, the SFS plant manager, stated that Teledyne, 
through its contractor, International Technology Corporation, drained the pond and 
solidified the sludge with quick lime, so that the solidified material could be removed and 
disposed of off-site. No other information was available concerning additional remediation 
activities or confirmation sampling.  
 
According to information provided by SFS, prior to August of 1988, Teledyne had 
managed most of its EAF dust as a nonhazardous waste which was shipped off-site for 
disposal. In August of 1988, Teledyne reportedly was involved in a dispute regarding the 
proper characterization of the EAF dust (apparently regarding whether the EAF dust was 
a listed hazardous waste – K061). During the period of dispute resolution between August 
of 1988 and May 1990, Teledyne temporarily stored the EAF dust onsite in an area 
adjacent to the railroad tracks and to the northwest of the main manufacturing building. 
No information regarding how the material was stored (liner, cover, etc.) was available. 
The EAF dust was tested by Teledyne and determined to not exhibit the characteristic of 
toxicity. Following this testing, Teledyne received a letter from the Ohio EPA indicating 
that it did not consider the EAF dust to be a listed hazardous waste and, since the EAF 
dust also did not exhibit a hazardous characteristic, it was therefore a nonhazardous 
waste and could be managed as such. The accumulated dust was removed from the site 
in June 1990 and sent to a nonhazardous waste disposal facility. This temporary storage 
of nonhazardous EAF dust appears to be evident in the 1989 aerial photograph in the 
location identified as the “small dark oblong area” (see Section 2.3.1 of RFI report). In 
December of 1990, the facility collected a sample of soil in this area for TCLP testing 
(metals) and Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH) testing. The results did not indicate 
elevated levels of contamination for either metals or TPH.  
 
In 1990, the Park Corporation purchased the facility and surrounding property. A portion 
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of the property purchased by the Park Corporation began operations as WHEMCO, which 
is currently the adjoining property to the north/northwest.  
 
In 1991, SFS purchased the Facility and began operations at the plant site as a 
manufacturer of steel rollers for the aluminum, steel, and brass industry. The SFS facility 
is divided into two manufacturing areas, a northern Induction Building Area, and a 
southern Main Facility Area. The Induction Building Area operations consist of an 
Induction Hardening building where metal is reheated for heat treatment. This area is 
surrounded by the WHEMCO facility and is accessed through WHEMCO’s main gate 
along the eastern edge of the property.  
 
The Main Facility Area is the primary manufacturing area, which includes a steel casting 
area, machine shop, north bay, sweep storage, forge shop, meeting area, pattern shop, 
steel scrap yard, cooling water pond, and former container storage building. 
 
Waste currently generated by SFS is reported as baghouse dust, forging scale, slag, 
refractory sand, and waste oils. Two 300-gallon ASTs containing gasoline and diesel fuel 
exist at the site. Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) containing transformers and capacitors 
are also located on the site. 
 

3.0 CORRECTIVE ACTION  
3.1 How the Corrective Action Process Works 
 
Implementation of RCRA Corrective Action at Ohio RCRA facilities necessitates Ohio 
EPA and the facility owner/operator going through several steps to complete the process. 
The degree to which each step is necessary, if it is in fact necessary, depends on the 
available quantity and quality of environmental data and information for a particular 
facility, the analysis of that data and information and the collective decisions made by 
both the Ohio EPA and the facility, with public input, on how to respond to that data and 
information.  A general listing and description of the steps follows.  
 

FACILITY ASSESSMENT – Updated or conducted by Ohio EPA.  It answers the 
questions: Is there a current release and/or imminent threat?  Is there a potential 
release and/or threat? 
 
INTERIM MEASURE(S) – Undertaken by the facility, it addresses in the near term 
a release or potential release and/or an imminent threat or potential imminent 
threat.  An interim measure may be required to be implemented at any step in the 
process. 
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INVESTIGATAION – Undertaken by the facility.  It answers the questions: How 
significant is the release or potential release and/or imminent threat or potential 
imminent threat? And provides further definition of the release or potential release 
and/or imminent threat or potential imminent threat. 
 
CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S) STUDY AND DECISION – Shared responsibility by 
both the facility and Ohio EPA.  It determines how to best address the release or 
potential release and/or imminent threat or potential imminent threat. 
 
CORRECTIVE MEASURE(S) IMPLEMENTATION – Performed at the facility, it 
designs the solution and addresses the release or potential release and/or 
imminent threat and/or potential imminent threat. 
 
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE – Performed by the facility to maintain the 
corrective measures addressing the release or potential release and/or imminent 
threat or potential imminent threat (if necessary). 
 

3.2 Corrective Action Activity at Superior Forge and Steel 
 
SFS first became subject to corrective action from of a hazardous waste storage 
violations cited during a 1996 inspection.  The areas where the violation occurred required 
RCRA closure.  Closure requirements were satisfied in 1999.  SFS again was cited for 
storage violations in 2007.  The Director of Ohio EPA later determined that the storage 
area did not require RCRA closure.  Also, in 2007 U.S. EPA notified SFS that they were 
part of the RCRA Corrective Action universe. 
 
In 2017, Ohio EPA sent a follow up letter to SFS informing them that Ohio EPA records 
indicate that SFS operated an unpermitted hazardous waste storage area in the container 
storage building (AOI-01) and an unpermitted hazardous waste disposal unit in the former 
arc furnace baghouse along Buckeye Road(AOI-02), thereby subjecting SFS to the 
permitting and closure requirements found in Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) Chapters 
3745-50, 54 and 55. This is why the entire property is also subject to the RCRA Corrective 
Action requirements found in OAC rule 3745-54-101. 
 
On February 6, 2018, SFS voluntarily submitted a Current Conditions Report (CCR).  On, 
August 30, 2018, SFS submitted a revised RFI Scope of Work (SOW) incorporating Ohio 
EPA’s comments on the CCR.  In March of 2019, SFS submitted the results of Field Event 
(FE) #1 of the RFI and SOW for FE #2.  FE #2 proposed additional sampling in AOI-08 
to refine an area of soil that exceeded the industrial soil direct contact risk standard.  On 
January 29, 2020, SFS submitted the results of RFI FE #2. Based on the results, SFS 
proposed removal of a 10’ x 10’ x 2’ deep area.  On April 14, 2020, Ohio EPA concurred 
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with the proposed RCRA remedial action.  On April 28, 2020, SFS submitted a revised 
data set for FE #2 and an updated plan for the RCRA remedial action.  On May 1, 2020, 
Ohio EPA again concurred with the proposed RCRA remedial action.  On October 2, 
2020, SFS submitted the RFI report including documentation of the RCRA remedial action 
in AOI-08.  On February 11, 2021, Ohio EPA issued comments on the RFI report.  On 
March 19, 2021, Ohio EPA received a revised RFI report. 
 
In the next step of the Corrective Action process, Ohio EPA generated a Statement of 
Basis which summarized Ohio EPA’s preferred remedies for the SFS facility.  This 
document was made available to the public for review and comment.  Ohio EPA issued 
the Statement of Basis for the SFS Lima facility on June 24, 2021.  This document was 
made available to the public on the Ohio EPA DERR webpage to review and comment 
on from June 24, 2021, to July 24, 2021.  Ohio EPA did not receive any comments during 
the comment period.  
 
Ohio EPA then issued a Decision Document on September 8, 2021, requiring an 
Environmental Covenant for the property.  On November 11, 2021, SFS recorded the 
Environmental Covenant with the Allen County Recorder, restricting the property use to 
industrial and prohibiting the extraction of ground water for potable purposes 
 

3.3 Other Corrective Action Events at the Site  
 
Ohio EPA determined that the facility attained the following additional Corrective Action 
(CA) events: 
 
CA725YE – Human Exposures Under Control – January 7, 2016 
CA750YE – Migration of Contaminated Ground Water Under Control – January 7, 2016 
CA772PR – Institutional Controls Established – September 8, 2021 
CA550RC – Remedy Constructed – September 15, 2021 
CA900CR – Performance Standards Attained – Controls Required – November 30, 2021 
CA800YE – Ready for Anticipated Use – December 17, 2021 
 

4.0 SELECTED REMEDIES 
4.1 Ohio EPA’s Evaluation of the Selected Remedies 
 
Ohio EPA reviewed the RFI and included RCRA remediation soil removal documentation 
and determined that the remedy conducted under the RCRA remediation, and the 
recorded Environmental Covenant will not require additional corrective measures from 
the facility. A summary of Ohio EPA’s evaluation is presented in the following table. 
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Table 1: Summary of Ohio EPA’s Evaluation of Each Area of Interest 
 

Area of 
Interest 

Description Primary 
Contaminants 
of Concern1 

Evaluation 
Criteria 

Remedy Required 

AOI-01 Former Baghouse 
Dust Storage 
Building 

Metals, SVOCs, 
and PCBs 

Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

Completed RCRA Closure 
– No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-02 Former Arc Furnace 
Building (South) 

Metals Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

Completed RCRA Closure 
– No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-03 Former Open Hearth 
Furnace Baghouse 

Metals Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-04 Current EAF 
Baghouse 

Metals Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-05 Cooling Water Pond Metals, SVOCs Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-06 Scrap Metal and 
Raw Materials 
Staging Area 

Metals Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-07 Former Oil House SVOCs No Past Release 
History 
 
 

Installed one monitoring 
well behind Oil House 
Building as part of Site-
Wide Ground water 
Evaluation 
 
No evidence of release 

AOI-08 Rail Siding, Former 
Location of Oblong 
Structure, Debris 
and Fill Area, 
Historical Mold 
Storage and Mill 
Scale Staging Area 

Metals Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

RCRA Remedial Action – 
Soil Removal.  Post 
removal confirmation 
sampling determined no 
exceedances of Industrial 
Risk Standards2  

AOI-09 
 

Former Filter Water 
Pit 

None No past release 
history 

No evidence of release 

AOI-10 Machining 
Operations 

Metals, SVOCs, 
VOCs 

Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-11 Press Forge Pit and 
Hydraulic Reservoir 

Metals, SVOCs Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  
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Area of 
Interest 

Description Primary 
Contaminants 
of Concern1 

Evaluation 
Criteria 

Remedy Required 

AOI-12 Electric Arc Furnace 
Subgrade Control 
Room 
 

Metals, SVOCs Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-13 Oil Staging Area SVOCs Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-14 Mill Scale Staging 
Area 

Metals, SVOCs, 
VOCs 

Industrial Risk 
Screening Level 

No exceedances of 
Industrial Risk Standards2  

AOI-15 Site-Wide Ground 
water 

Metals, SVOCs, 
VOCs, and PCBs 

Industrial Vapor 
Intrusion 
Screening Levels 
(VISLs) and U.S. 
EPA Maximum 
Contaminant 
Levels (MCLs) 

No exceedances of 
Industrial VISLs.  A 
ground water use 
restriction will be 
implemented through an 
Environmental Covenant 
to address Arsenic 
exceedance of MCL 

1. Semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs) 

2. Industrial Property Use Restriction will be implemented through an Environmental Covenant 

4.2 Environmental Covenant 
 
On November 11, 2021, SFS recorded the Environmental Covenant restricting the land 
use of the property to industrial and prohibiting the extraction of ground water for potable 
purposes with the Allen County Recorder. The Environmental Covenant process is 
specified by the Ohio Revised Code (ORC) 5301.80 through 5301.92.  The Environmental 
Covenant restricts the site to industrial use only, controlling human exposure to chemicals 
of concern in the soils and ground water.  The Environmental Covenant will run with the 
land and will be attached to the property deed and cannot be changed without the written 
agreement of both the property and Ohio EPA, even if the property is sold at some point 
in the future.  Ohio EPA will monitor the property owner’s adherence to the Environmental 
Covenant to ensure continued protection of human health and the environment.   An 
Environmental Covenant, which applies to future landowners, is a legal instrument used 
to minimize the potential for human exposure to residual contamination. 
 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Ohio EPA determined that remedies selected for the protection of human health and the 
environment have been fully implemented at the SFS facility and criteria for achieving a 
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CA900CR have been met. Attainment of performance standards have been achieved at 
the site through a soil removal at AOI-08, and the recording of an Environmental Covenant 
at the facility. 
 

REFRENCES: 
RFI Report available electronically at: 
http://edocpub.epa.ohio.gov/publicportal/ViewDocument.aspx?docid=1538112 
 
Decision Document available electronically at: 
http://edocpub.epa.ohio.gov/publicportal/ViewDocument.aspx?docid=1637463

http://edocpub.epa.ohio.gov/publicportal/ViewDocument.aspx?docid=1538112
http://edocpub.epa.ohio.gov/publicportal/ViewDocument.aspx?docid=1637463
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FIGURES 

 
Figure 1 – Site Location 
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Figure 2 – Areas of Interest 
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Figure 3 – RFI Sample Locations 
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